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W931A & W931W 

 
TA, TB & TC Instrument Panel Lettering Set 

 
Complete set of 5 (3mm) self adhesive vinyl lettering sets to replace or restore the originals. 

Available in black or white. 
 

Easy to fix – Simply align and peel off above each panel control knob. 
 

 
 

Instructions overleaf: 
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Fixing Instructions for W931A & W931W Lettering Sets. 
 
 
 

1. Ensure panel surface is clean and free from polish.  
 
2. The lettering strip has been printed top to bottom in 5 separate labels in the following order: 

 
 Starter Pull 
 Mixture Pull 
 Fog Lamp 
 Panel Switch 
 Slow Running 

 
3. Select label you require and lift label off backing paper using narrow masking tape wide enough to 

cover label. 
 
4. Align the masking tape & label over appropriate control switch (note there is a 2mm gap between the 

edge of the label and the bottom of the lettering)  
 

5. When correctly aligned, press label firmly in place and peel off masking tape. 
 

6. Gently peel back one corner of the label (if necessary, using a sharp needle/scalpel to free comer). 
 

7. Gently peel back whole label VERY SLOWLY. If any letters have not adhered to the surface repress 
label and repeat. 

 
8. Using a sharp needle/scalpel ‘pick out' any vinyl remaining between lettering. 

 
9. The labels can be cleaned using a soft damp cloth. 


